Gather insights from combined internal and external data sources to make better decisions:

Data Analytics as-a-Service
Different data sources –
wrong outcome
Life Sciences companies generate a huge amount of product,
process and operational data on
a daily basis, mostly spread over
different data sources. External data delivered by suppliers,
authorities and medical institutions are adding complexity
to the data analysis process.
Mistakes are bound to happen
in this manual or partially automated process and quickly lead
to confusion instead of clarity.
Therefore, a clear understanding of the data flow, supported
by an appropriate data analytic
tool is crucial to stay on top of
your data.

Structured analysis
and visualization

Adopting a new data
analysis approach

Data analytics tools enable a
structured approach to aggregate, process and visualize
data in order to turn it into
insights. This is achieved by
centralizing the data and thus
forming one source of truth
which makes the collaboration
and exchange of the analysis
results smoother. The full integration approach reduces costs
and improves data quality due
to automated data gathering,
analysis and results sharing.
The various visualization possibilities and interactive charts
reduce the complexity and
enhance the user experience.

adesso offers individual building block services from which
companies can choose their
own way to adopt a business
intelligence solution. Our
experts support you during the
complete project cycle or in
specific project stages, depending on your needs:
> Requirements Engineering
> Data Architecture
> Inventive Thinking
> Implementing the solution &
the testing strategy
> End user training
> Agile project management

Your benefits at a glance:
Aggregation of different data sources
Real-time data analysis
Interactive visualization
Easy result export and collaboration
Agile pay-as-you-use building blocks

You get your first prototype in a couple of days with various low-code technologies

Do you have any questions? We are happy to help!
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